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Abstract
Given a regular epimorphism f : XY in an exact homological category C, and a pair (U, V )
of kernel subobjects of X, we show that the quotient (f (U) ∩ f (V ))/f (U ∩ V ) is always abelian.
WhenC is nonpointed, i.e. only exact protomodular, the translation of the previous result is that, given
any pair (R, S) of equivalence relations on X, the difference mapping  : Y/f (R ∩ S)Y/(f (R) ∩
f (S)) has an abelian kernel relation. This last result actually holds true in any exact Mal’cev cat-
egory. Setting Y = X/T , this result says that the difference mapping determined by the inclusion
T ∪ (R ∩ S)(T ∪ R) ∩ (T ∪ S) has an abelian kernel relation, which casts a new light on the
congruence distributive property.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 18G30; 18B99; 08A30; 20J05; 55U10; 18C10
0. Introduction
This is clearly a ﬁrst year student exercise to show that the direct image of the intersection
of two subobjects is not equal to the intersection of the direct image of these same subobjects,
and that, in a way, the gap is maximal when the application f : X → Y in question is a
surjection. And clearly it must be thought as a kind of signature for a category C that this
gap is always under constraint. For instance, it is also very easy (but not emphasized in the
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basic handbooks) to check that, in the categoryGp of groups, given a pair (U, V ) of normal
subobjects of a group X, and f : XY a surjective homomorphism, the quotient group
(f (U) ∩ f (V ))/f (U ∩ V ) is always abelian. The aim of this article is to show that this
result extends naturally to any pointed exact protomodular (= exact homological) category
C. This observation is actually the only and basic reason why the homological objects of
the Moore normalization of a simplicial object in C are always abelian, and allows more
generally to extend the result of [14] from semi-abelian categories to exact homological
ones. On the other hand, in the particular case of an arithmetical homological category,
as the category NReg of von Neumann regular rings or the category BoRg of (nonunitary)
boolean rings, we have always f (U) ∩ f (V )= f (U ∩ V ) for any regular epimorphism.
We can translate in the nonpointed context the constraint on the gap in the following
way: given any exact protomodular categoryC and any pair (R, S) of equivalence relations
on an object X, the difference mapping  : Y/f (R ∩ S)Y/(f (R) ∩ f (S)) has always an
abelian kernel relation. This result actually holds true when C is only exact Mal’cev.
Setting Y=X/T , this result says that the difference mapping determined by the inclusion
T ∪ (R∩S)(T ∪R)∩ (T ∪S) has always an abelian kernel relation. This, of course, casts
a new light on the congruence distributive property. Recall that an exact Mal’cev category
is congruence distributive when T ∪ (R∩S)= (T ∪R)∩ (T ∪S) for any triple (T , R, S) of
equivalence relations on an object X. This is the case, for instance, for the variety of Heyting
algebras. Such categories are called arithmetical, see [18,5]. Our observation above about
the difference mapping allows then to characterize the arithmetical categories as the exact
Mal’cev categories satisfying one of the following equivalent conditions:
(1) any abelian equivalence relation is discrete
(2) given any regular epimorphism f : XY , we have always f (R) ∩ f (S)= f (R ∩ S).
We refer to [2] for the prerequisites on homological categories.
1. Unital categories
We shall suppose that C is a pointed category, i.e. a ﬁnitely complete category with a
zero object. We shall denote by X : 0 → X and X : X → 0 the initial and terminal
maps. Then for any pair (X, Y ) of objects in C, there is a canonical pair of inclusions, with
lX = (1X, 0) and rY = (0, 1Y ):
Deﬁnition 1.1. A pointed categoryC is called unital, see [6], when for each pair (X, Y ) of
objects in C, the pair of maps (lX, rY ) is jointly strongly epimorphic.
Example 1.1. A varietyV is unital if and only if it is Jonsson–Tarski, see [2], i.e such that
its theory contains a unique constant 0 and a binary term + satisfying x + 0= x = 0+ x.
In particular, the categoriesMag,Mon, CoM,Gp, Ab, Rng of, respectively, unitary magmas
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(see [2]), monoids, commutative monoids, groups, abelian groups, (nonunitary) rings are
unital.
The categories Mag(E), Mon(E), CoM(E), Gp(E), Ab(E), Rng(E) of, respectively,
internal unitary magmas, monoids, commutative monoids, groups, abelian groups, rings in
E are also unital, provided that E is ﬁnitely complete.
One of the main consequences of unitality is the fact that there is an intrinsic notion of
commutativity and centrality. Indeed, given a unital categoryC, the pair (lX, rY ) is (jointly)
strongly epimorphic, therefore a map  : X × Y → Z is uniquely determined by the pair
of maps (f, g), f : X → Z and g : Y → Z, with f = .lX and g = .rY . Accordingly
the existence of such a map  becomes a property of the pair (f, g). Whence the following
deﬁnitions, see [6,15]:
Deﬁnition 1.2. Given a pair (f, g) of morphisms with the same codomain in a unital cat-
egory C, when such a map  exists, we say that the maps f and g cooperate and that the
map  is the cooperator of the pair (f, g). A map f : X → Z is central when f and 1Z
cooperate. An object Z is called commutative when the map 1Z : Z → Z is central.
Remark 1.1. Any map f : X → Z cooperates with Z : 0 → Z. When Z is commutative,
it is endowedwith a (unique) structure of internal commutativemonoid. It is straightforward,
see [2], that, given a pair (U, V ) of cooperating subobjects of Z, then the object U ∩
V is commutative. On the other hand, any subobject of a commutative object is itself
commutative.
When the category C is moreover regular [1], we can add some piece of information.
First, any map f : X → Z has a canonical regular epi/mono factorization : Xf (X)Z,
and the map f (X)Y is then called the image of the morphism f. Secondly, two maps f
and g cooperate if and only if their images f (X)Z and g(Y )Z cooperate.
Suppose now that f : XY is a regular epimorphism and u : UX is a subobject, then
the direct image of U is the image of f · u:
It is clear that if v : VX is another subobject then f (U ∩ V ) ⊂ f (U) ∩ f (V ), and that
this inclusion is strict in general.
Proposition 1.1. LetC be a regular unital category and f : XY a regular epimorphism.
Suppose that U andV are two cooperating subobjects of X, then the direct images f (U) and
f (V ) cooperate. Accordingly f (U) ∩ f (V ) is commutative. Similarly, the direct image of
a commutative subobject is commutative.
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Proof. Let  : U × V → X be the cooperator of the pair (U, V ). We are going to show
that there is a map ′ which completes the following square and produces the cooperator
of the direct images f (U) and f (V ):
The uppermap of this square is a regular epimorphism as a product of regular epimorphisms.
The existence of the factorization ′ is then equivalent to the fact the map f · coequalizes
the kernel relation R[fU ] × R[fV ] of the map fU × fV . But the following pair is jointly
strongly epimorphic:
R[fU ] lR[fU ]−−−−−−→R[fU ] × R[fV ] rR[fV ]←−−−−−−R[fV ]
It is then sufﬁcient to check this coequalization by composition with this pair of maps,
which is straightforward. 
2. Homological categories
A pointed category is protomodular [4,7] provided that, given any split epimorpism f, the
pair (kerf , s) in the following pullback is jointly strongly epimorphic, see [4,7]:
Clearly, a pointed protomodular category is a special case of a unital category (and of
a strongly unital category, see [6]). The pointed protomodular varieties are characterized
in [11]. In particular, the categories Gp, Ab, Rng of, respectively, groups, abelian groups,
(nonunitary) rings are pointed protomodular.
In the same way, the categoriesGp(E), Ab(E), Rng(E) of, respectively, internal groups,
abelian groups, rings inE are also pointed protomodular, provided thatE is ﬁnitely complete.
In a pointed protomodular category, any commutative object is abelian (i.e its canonical
structure of internal commutative monoid is actually an abelian group structure). Moreover,
in such a category, there exists an intrinsic notion of normal subobject [4] strictly more
general than the notion of kernel.Actually, there is a bijection between the normal subobject
of X and the internal equivalence relations on X. In a pointed protomodular category we
have the following very important result [4] which generalizes a well-known result in the
category Gp of groups.
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Proposition 2.1. LetC be a pointed protomodular category. Suppose that U and V are two
normal subobjects of X such thatU ∩V =0. Then U and V cooperate, and their cooperator
 : U × V → X is a normal subobject of X. It is actually the supremum of U and V in the
poset of subobjects of X.
The categoryC is called homological [2] when, moreover, it is regular. In that case, there
is an intrinsic notion of exact sequence and all the classical homological lemmas hold true
[8]. An exact sequence is classically a diagram with h a regular epimorphism:
What makes this sequence exact is that the map h is then necessarily the cokernel of its
kernel k [3]. The short ﬁve lemma supplies the following precision: when the subobject
u : UX is such thatKer f ⊂ U with f a regular epimorphism, then the following square
is a pullback:
Moreover, the direct image of a normal subobject along a regular epimorphism is always
normal [8].
Lemma 2.1. LetC be an homological category and f : XY a regular epimorphism. Let
(U, V ) be a pair of normal subobjects of X such that U ∩ V = 0. Then f (U) ∩ f (V ) is
abelian.
Proof. Straightforward by Propositions 2.1 and 1.1. 
When, furthermore, the category C is exact in the sense of [1], then normal subobjects
coincide with kernel subobjects.
Remark 2.1. In an exact homological category, if (U, V ) is a pair of normal subobjects of
X, and f : XY a regular epimorphism, then the inclusion f (U ∩ V )f (U) ∩ f (V ) is
normal, and consequently a kernel. Accordingly, the following factorization:
f˜ : U ∩ Vf (U ∩ V )f (U) ∩ f (V )
is a proper map, meaning by this that the image of f˜ is a kernel subobject.
Let us also recall the following result from [6] (Corollary 10) that we shall need
in Section 3.
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Lemma 2.2. Let C be an homological category. Consider a commutative square with ver-
tical regular epimorphisms:
If the restriction Ker(x) : Ker f → Ker f ′ is a regular epimorphism, then the factoriza-
tion  : X → P (where P is given by the pullback of y along f ′) is a regular epimorphism,
the square in question is a pushout and the restriction Ker(f ) : Ker x → Ker y is also a
regular epimorphism.
We can establish our main result.
Theorem 2.1. Let C be an exact homological category. Let be given a pair (U, V ) of
normal subobjects of X, and f : XY a regular epimorphism. Then the quotient
(f (U) ∩ f (V ))/f (U ∩ V ), or equivalently the cokernel of the factorization
f˜ : U ∩ V → f (U) ∩ f (V ), is always abelian.
Proof. Denoting  : XX/(U ∩ V ) the canonical regular epimorphism (which ex-
ists since U ∩ V is also a normal subobject), certainly (U) and (V ) cooperate since
(U) ∩ (V )= (U ∩ V )= 0. Now, consider the following square:
The map f¯ is a regular epimorphism. Then, according to Proposition 1.1 f¯ ((U)) =
′(f (U)) and f¯ ((V )) = ′(f (V )) do cooperate. Thus ′(f (U)) ∩ ′(f (V )) is abelian.
But f (U ∩ V )f (U) ∩ f (V ) is an inclusion, which implies that the following square is
a pullback:
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Since′(f (U)) and′(f (V )) contain′(f (U∩V )),wehave′(f (U)∩f (V ))=′(f (U))∩
′(f (V )) which is abelian. On the other hand, the upper sequence is exact:
0 → f (U ∩ V )f (U) ∩ f (V )′(f (U) ∩ f (V ))→ 0
Consequently (f (U) ∩ f (V ))/f (U ∩ V )= ′(f (U) ∩ f (V )) is abelian. 
So, Theorem 2.1 holds in every semi-abelian varietyV [11].And also, given any ﬁnitely
complete exact category or any topos E without Natural Number Object, this is the case
in the categories T(E) of internal algebras of a semi-abelian theory T (see [11]) as, for
instance, the categories Gp(E), Rng(E) of, respectively, internal groups or rings in E.
3. Application 1: homology of simplicial objects
In [14], Everaert and van der Linden showed that, in an exact homological category
C, the Moore normalization N(A) of any simplicial object A is a proper chain complex
(namely such that the maps d : N(A)n → N(A)n−1 are proper, see Remark 2.1), which
makes possible to calculate their homological objectsHnA, inC, following [2,6]. They also
showed that, when C is moreover semi-abelian (in the sense of [16]), these homological
objects HnA are always abelian for 1n. This result is important, but the proof they gave
is rather complicated, and mainly based upon the fact that any simplicial object in C is
always a Kan complex. The result in question is actually not directly dependent on this fact,
but is a straightforward consequence of our Theorem 2.1 which actually allows to extend
it to any exact homological category. In other words, we can get rid of the further ﬁnite
cocompleteness condition of semi-abelianity and produce new examples, as, we saw this
above, the categories T(E) of internal algebras of a semi-abelian theory T in a topos E
without Natural Number Object.
Proposition 3.1. Let C be an exact homological category and A a simplicial object in C.
Then:
(1) the left-hand-side map in the following diagram is a split epimorphism:
(2) the left-hand-side map in the following diagram is a regular epimorphism:
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(3) the nth homology object HnA of the simplicial object A is always abelian for 1n.
Proof. (1) That n+1 is split is a consequence of the fact that for 0 in−1 the following
diagram is a commutative diagram of split epimorphisms:
Accordingly, in the square of statement (1), the lower subobject is the direct image of the
upper one by the split epimorphism dn+1 : An+1 → An.
(2) This is a consequence of Lemma 2.2 and of the fact that the following diagram is a
commutative diagram of split epimorphisms:
Accordingly, in the square of statement (2), the lower subobject is the direct image of the
upper one by the split epimorphism dn+1 : An+1 → An.
(3) We can now apply our Theorem 2.1 to the pair (⋂0 in−1Ker di,Ker dn) of sub-
objects of An+1. Accordingly, the cokernel of the following left-hand-side factorization
˜n+1:
which is precisely HnA, is abelian. 
4. The nonpointed case
What does Theorem 2.1 become in the nonpointed case, i.e. when C no longer has a
zero object. First, certainly, normal subobjects must be replaced by internal equivalence
relations. Second, the notion of cooperator between subobjects must be replaced by the
notion of connector between equivalence relations, see [9]. Consider (d0, d1) : R⇒X
and (d0, d1) : S⇒X two equivalence relations on the same object X in C. Then take the
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following pullback of the outer arrows:
where lR and rS are the sections induced by the maps s0,R and s0,S exhibiting the reﬂexivity
of R and S. Suppose moreover thatC is a Mal’cev category i.e. a ﬁnitely complete category
such that any reﬂexive relation is an equivalence relation, see [12,13]. This is the case for any
protomodular category [4], and all the next results will apply to protomodular categories. Let
us now recall the following deﬁnition, see [9,13,17], where we use freely the set theoretical
notation of the internal language in C (see [2] for instance):
Deﬁnition 4.1. Given any Mal’cev category C, a connector on the pair (R, S) of equiva-
lence relations on an object X in C is a morphism
p : R×XS → X, (xRySz) → p(x, y, z)
which satisﬁes the identities : p(x, y, y)= x and p(y, y, z)= z.
In a Mal’cev category C, a connector is necessarily unique when it exists (since the pair
(lR, rS) is jointly epimorphic), and thus the existence of a connector becomes a property.
We say then that R and S are connected. The precise relationship between cooperator and
connector is explicited in Section 2.7 of [2].
Example 4.1. By Propositions 3.6, 2.12 and Deﬁnition 3.1 in [17], two relations R and S
in a Mal’cev varietyV are connected if and only if [R, S] = 0 in the sense of Smith [20].
Accordingly, we shall write [R, S] = 0 to indicate that a pair (R, S) of equivalence
relations is connected. In the same way as in the varietal case, we can say that an object X in
a Mal’cev category C is abelian when [∇X,∇X] = 0 (where ∇X is the coarse equivalence
relationX×X onX), andmore generally that an equivalence relationR onX is abelianwhen
[R,R] = 0. Similarly, a map f : X → Y is said to have an abelian kernel when its kernel
equivalence relation R[f ] (determined by its kernel pair) is such that [R[f ], R[f ]] = 0
(this is clearly equivalent to saying that the object f : X → Y in the Mal’cev slice category
C/Y is abelian).
Remark 4.1. Any equivalence relation R on X is connected to the identity relation X.
When [R, S] = 0, then R ∩ S is abelian. When R ∩ S = X, then R and S are necessarily
connected [10].
Lemma 4.1. In a Mal’cev category C, an equivalence relation R⇒X is abelian if and
only if its projection d0 : R → X is an abelian object in the slice category C/X.
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Proof. Suppose [R,R] = 0. Let p : R×XR → X; (xRyRz) → p(x, y, z) be the associ-
ated connector. Then  : R[d0] → R; (x, y, z) → (x, p(y, x, z)) makes d0 a (necessarily
abelian) group object in C/X. And any group structure on d0 in C/X is of this form,
see [2]. 
Recall that, given a map f : X → Y and an equivalence relation S on the object Y,
the inverse image f−1(S) is the equivalence relation on X deﬁned by the following joint
pullback in C:
Suppose moreover that C is regular. Given a regular epimorphism f : XY , any equiv-
alence relation R on X has a direct image f (R) along f on Y. It is given by the regular
epi/mono factorization of the map (f.d0, f.d1) : Rf (R)Y ×Y . Clearly in any regular
category C, the relation f (R) is reﬂexive and symmetric. The category C being Mal’cev,
f (R) is an equivalence relation. On the same model as Proposition 1.1 we have [10]:
Proposition 4.1. Let C be a regular Mal’cev category and f : XY a regular epimor-
phism. Suppose that R and S are two connected equivalence relations on X, then the direct
images f (R) and f (S) are connected. Accordingly the equivalence relations f (R)∩ f (S)
and f (R ∩ S) are abelian.
Clearly, we have always f (R∩S) ⊂ f (R)∩f (S). The nonpointed analogue of Theorem
2.1 becomes the following:
Theorem 4.1. Let C be an exact Mal’cev category. Let be given a pair (R, S) of equiva-
lence relations on X, and f : XY a regular epimorphism. Then the direct image of the
equivalence relation f (R) ∩ f (S) along the quotient map ′ : YY/f (R ∩ S), is always
abelian. In other word, the difference mapping:
 : Y/f (R ∩ S)Y/(f (R) ∩ f (S))
whose kernel relation is precisely this direct image, has always an abelian kernel relation.
Proof. The proof mimics exactly the one of Theorem 2.1. Let us denote by  : XX/(R∩
S) the quotient map. Since (R) ∩ (S)= (R ∩ S)= X/(R∩S), then (R) and (S) are
connected. Now consider the following square:
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The map f¯ is a regular epimorphism. Then, by Proposition 4.1, f¯ ((R)) = ′(f (R))
and f¯ ((S))= ′(f (S)) are connected. Thus ′(f (R)) ∩ ′(f (S)) is abelian. But f (R ∩
S)f (R) ∩ f (S) is an inclusion, which implies that the vertical part of the following
diagram is a joint pullback or, equivalently, that, in terms of equivalence relation, we have
′−1(′(f (R) ∩ f (S)))= f (R) ∩ f (S):
Since f (R) and f (S) contain f (R∩S), then ′(f (R)∩f (S))=′(f (S))∩′(f (S))which
is abelian. Now let us denote by  : Y/f (R∩S)Y/(f (R)∩f (S)) the differencemapping.
Then .′ is the quotient of f (R)∩f (S). IfR[] denotes the kernel equivalence relation of
, then the equalities ′−1(R[])=R[.′] = f (R) ∩ f (S)= ′−1(′(f (R)) ∩ ′(f (S)))
imply that R[] = ′(f (R) ∩ f (S)), which is consequently abelian. 
5. Application 2: congruence distributivity
Given a regular epimorphism f : XY in an exact Mal’cev category, the object Y has
the form X/T for some equivalence relation T on X, namely the kernel pair of f. This will
allow us to translate Theorem 4.1 into a striking form. Let us ﬁrst notice the following
lemma.
Lemma 5.1. In an exact Mal’cev category C, given an equivalence relation R on X and a
regular epimorphism f : XY =X/T , consider the following diagram.
Then we have R[′.f ] = f−1(f (R))= T ∪ R.
Proof. ClearlyR[′.f ]=f−1R[′]=f−1(f (R)). On the other hand, the right-hand square
being a pushout, we have R[′.f ] = T ∪ R. 
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And the translation is:
Theorem 5.1. LetC be an exact Mal’cev category. Given a triple (T , R, S) of equivalence
relations on X, the difference mapping:
 : X/(T ∪ (R ∩ S))X/((T ∪ R) ∩ (T ∪ S))
has an abelian kernel relation.
Proof. Let us keep the notation of Theorem 4.1, and consider the ﬁrst square of its proof.
By Lemma 5.1, we have R[′.f ] = f−1(f (R ∩ S))= T ∪ (R ∩ S). On the other hand, the
equivalence relation R[.′.f ] is given by
f−1(R[.′])=f−1(f (R)∩f (S))=f−1(f (R))∩f−1(f (S))=(T ∪R)∩(T ∪S)
This means that the map  is the difference mapping:
 : X/(T ∪ (R ∩ S))X/((T ∪ R) ∩ (T ∪ S))
It has an abelian kernel relation by the previous theorem. 
Recall that an exact Mal’cev category C is congruence distributive when, for any triple
(T , R, S) of equivalence relations on an object X, the following equivalent conditions hold:
T ∪ (R ∩ S)= (T ∪ R) ∩ (T ∪ S), T ∩ (R ∪ S)= (T ∩ R) ∪ (T ∩ S)
The categoryC is then called arithmetical, see [18,5,2].AMal’cev varietyV is arithmetical
when the corresponding theory contains aMal’cev operation p satisfying the Pixley identity
p(x, y, x) = x [19]. One of the main examples of (nonpointed) arithmetical variety is the
variety of HeytingAlgebras. We are now in position to give the following characterization:
Theorem 5.2. Let C be an exact Mal’cev category. Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(1) any abelian equivalence relation is discrete
(2) the direct image along any regular epimorphism f : XY preserves the intersection
of equivalence relations
(3) the category C is arithmetical.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2). We know that R[] = ′(f (R) ∩ f (S)) is abelian. Since any abelian
kernel relation is discrete, themap  is a monomorphism. Being also a regular epimorphism,
it is an isomorphism. Accordingly f (R) ∩ f (S)= f (R ∩ S).
(2) ⇒ (3). Let (T , R, S) be any triple of equivalence relations on an object X, and
consider the regular epimorphism  : XX/T . Then (R) ∩ (S) = (R ∩ S). Thus
−1((R))∩−1((S))=−1((R∩S)). By Lemma 5.1, this means that: (T ∪R)∩ (T ∪
S)= T ∪ (R ∩ S).
(3) ⇒ (1). Let R⇒X be any abelian equivalence relation on X. By Lemma 4.1, this
equivalent to saying that its projection d0 : R → X is endowed with an abelian group
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structure in the slice category C/X which is itself arithmetical. The map d0 is an isomor-
phism by the following lemma, and consequently R is discrete. 
Lemma 5.2. Let C be an arithmetical category. The only group object is the terminal
object 0.
Proof. Consider a group object X with unit e : 0 → X and multiplication  : X×X → X
(it is necessarily abelian since C is Mal’cev, [13]). Since C is arithmetical, we have
R[] ∪ (R[p0] ∩ R[p1])= (R[] ∪ R[p0]) ∩ (R[] ∪ R[p1])
ButR[p0]∩R[p1]=X×X, the discrete relation onX×X. On the other hand(R[pi])=∇X,
which implies that R[] ∪R[p0] = −1((R[pi]))= −1(∇X)=∇X×X. According to our
distributive formula above,we have thenR[]=∇X×X. SoR[]=R[X.]. But is a regular
epimorphism, and consequently X : X0 is a monomorphism and then an isomorphism
since it is split by e : 0 → X. 
In the exact homological context, we have the following speciﬁcation:
Proposition 5.1. Let C be an exact homological category. Then the following conditions
are equivalent:
(1) the only abelian object in C is 0
(2) the direct image along any regular epimorphism f : XY preserves the intersection
of normal subobjects
(3) the lattice of normal subobjects of every object X is distributive
(4) the category C is arithmetical.
Proof. Statement (4) is equivalent to statement (3) thanks to the bijection between equiva-
lence relations and normal subobjects in any pointed protomodular category. Statement (2)
here is equivalent to statement (2) in Theorem 5.2 for the same reason. Lemma 5.2 yields
(4)⇒ (1). Conversely we shall prove that (1) here implies (1) in Theorem 5.2. Let R⇒X
be any abelian equivalence relation on X. Then d0 is an abelian object inC/X. Accordingly
Ker d0 is an abelian object inC. By assumptionKer d0=0. ButC is homological and thus
protomodular, which implies that d0 is a monomorphism [3]. It is also a split epimorphism,
it is thus an isomorphism, and R is discrete. 
Good examples of such arithmetical homological categories are, for instance, the cate-
gory NReg of von Neumann regular rings and the category BoRg of (nonunitary) boolean
rings [2].
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